Agent Training
th
July 27 , 2021

UPDATES & REMINDERS

1) Expect to see foreclosures and short sales start entering the market in
September or October. This should help slow the feeding frenzy of the supply
and demand craziness. I would expect to see the market start to normalize by
January

2) If you haven’t taken a CE class in the last 6 months you need to sign up for
one. Our Policies & Procedures require all agents to take at least 1 CE every 4
months
3) All our agents are allowed to do sales and leases, however only myself and
Sylvia are permitted to do Property Management. As an agent you cannot
manage any properties for landlords, including your own properties, without a
Property Management Certification and approval from me as the Broker

Top Producing Agents as of July 27th
Jeremy Ellison – 6 Transactions
Bruce Carter – 4 Transactions
Kelly Yates – 4 Transactions
Ashley Marcum – 3 Transactions
Jerrice Bridges – 3 Transactions

San Jacinto Properties welcomes
Weiye Shi to our brokerage

New Link on Agent’s Only page for helpful articles

Please be sure you are using this CDA form
Send it to me at least 72 hours before closing (preferably a week)

Fill everything out COMPLETELY
CHECK YOUR MATH and DOUBLE CHECK IT. Make sure you are
calculating it on the correct sales price (it didn’t change) and that
the commission % is correct (3%, 2.5%, 2%, etc)
If you are giving any money to your buyer (or seller) please be
sure it is disclosed on this form. It is illegal to give money to a
client without disclosing to all parties in advance.
If I don’t return the signed copy to you within 24 hours, please
TEXT me and remind me. I may have opened the email and then
forgot about it
Be sure that the Title Company gets this form no later than 72
hours before the closing, otherwise the Final CD will be
incorrect.

We all have clients that are either very picky, impatient, or
feel they know more than you do. The key to staying in
control of the transaction is to let the client know, in
advance, what to expect and when to expect it. These
handouts will help explain the process to your buyer or
seller from the very beginning so they know what is going
on and that you are on top of things.
You can also share the Buyer’s Checklist or the Seller’s
Checklist with your client so they can see that you are
checking things off in the order they are supposed to
happen. Usually when you show them these things they
will be less likely to challenge you or ask questions they
already know the answer to.

Use this checklist for
every buyer client you
have and then submit it
to me after closing
This is not an option. You
need to do this with every
buyer transaction

Use this checklist for every
LISTING you have and then
submit it to me within 48
hours of the listing going
ACTIVE
This is not an option. You need
to do this with every LISTING
you have. I may not sign your
CDA if I don’t have this on file
from you.

Use this checklist for every seller
client you have and then submit
it to me after closing. This form
is used once the home has
already been listed and is now
receiving offers

This is not an option. You need
to do this with every seller
transaction. Using these
checklists minimizes the
possibility of errors or missed
deadlines.

Be sure your seller completes this form
along with the Seller’s Disclosure and
then upload this, along with the
seller’s disclosure, into the Agent Only
Docs on the MLS listing
This information is very helpful to the
buyer and will save you time from
having to go back to the seller to get
these questions answered later on.

Questions
Comments
Concerns
Anything you want to share?

